Considering the fact that the implanted cardiac pacemaker can have a significant impact on a patient's life quality, the aim of the research was to determine how much the implantation of a cardiac resynchronization therapy (CRT) device really changes patients' life. The questionnaire SF-36 was used to test the subjective evaluation of life quality after the implantation of a CRT device on a sample of 50 participants. The hypothesis in the study was that the implantation of a CRT device improves tolerance of the physical activity, decreases the patient's dependency on the help of other people, correlates to the visible qualitative improvement of the social and family environment, and improves communication.

The results show that in regards to the bodily functioning, limitations due to body impediments, social functioning, mental health, vitality, body pain, and total perception of health, the quality of life was significantly improved statistically (p <0.05). The only exception was the domain of limitations due to emotional problems where there was no statistically significant difference after the implantation of a CRT device. There was no difference in relation to age, while in relation to gender there was a correlation to the total perception of health and changes in health, where statistically significant difference in the changes of life quality was observed in male patients.

This research proved that the total life quality in its various aspects improved significantly after the implantation of a CRT device, which was the starting hypothesis of the study.
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